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Chris Lamb: Free software activities in August 2020 [2]

Jonathan Carter: Free Software Activities for 2020-08 [3]

The metamorphosis of Loopy Loop [4]

Between 28 and 31 May this year, we set out to create our first ever online MiniDebConf for
Debian. Many people have been meaning to do something similar for a long time, but it just
didn?t work out yet. With many of us being in lock down due to COVID-19, and with the
strong possibility looming that DebConf20 might have had to become an online event, we
rushed towards organising the first ever Online MiniDebConf and put together some form of
usable video stack for it.
I could go into all kinds of details on the above, but this post is about a bug that lead to a
pretty nifty feature for DebConf20. The tool that we use to capture Jitsi calls is called Jibri
(Jitsi Broadcasting Infrustructure). It had a bug (well, bug for us, but it?s an upstream feature)

where Jibri would hang up after 30s of complete silence, because it would assume that the call
has ended and that the worker can be freed up again. This would result in the stream being
ended at the end of every talk, so before the next talk, someone would have to remember to
press play again in their media player or on the video player on the stream page. Hrmph.

Sparky news 2020/08 [5]

The 8th monthly report of 2020 of the Sparky project:
? Sparky 2020.08 of the rolling line released
? Sparky 2020.08 Special Editions released
? Linux kernel updated up to version 5.8.5 & 5.9-rc2
? added to repos: Warpinator, Gmail Desktop, Joplin, Gis Weather
There is an issue in the Advanced Installed which generates broken fstab in the latest rolling
iso images, so all of them have to be updated. No problem if you installed Sparky using
Calamares.
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